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Name: Pumkin Shaped LED Fireworks Bulb 

Model: / 

LED QTY:  / 

Size: / 

Weight: / 

Certificate: CE/ROHS/ETL 

Specification 
Actual Power 1.5-3W Size / 

Lumens / Output Current / 
Voltage AC220V- Type LED Edison Fireworks Light Bulb 
Lifespan 30,000 Hours LED type DIP 47PCS 

Base E27/E14 CRI ＞80 
Net Weight / Coverage area / 

Outer Carton Size / Material / 

Description： 
Pumpkin shaped LED fireworks bulb is the best choice for decorating your house as a warm, bright, artistic home. The warm 
yellow light makes people feel comfortable and relaxed, which is really taken as an important consideration in decorating 
house. Pumpkin shaped LED fireworks bulb is also an ideal for other activities such as Christmas celebration or Thanksgiving 
Day and so on. As a decorative light, it plays a needful role in building atmosphere of warm and relaxing. And applications 
of Pumpkin shaped LED fireworks bulb is conclude any decorative application that accepts G30, G25, or G40 bulb types with 
E26/E27 bases.  
Also, Pumpkin shaped LED fireworks bulb is a creative invent for saving about 80% energy compared with the incandescent 
bulb of the same illuminating effect. It is really a good deal.  
Also, led light bulbs are much more environment friendly than conventional or halogen light in generating heat and service 
life.  
It is designed to last 30,000 hours—25 times longer than incandescent bulbs. 

Pumkin Shaped LED Fireworks Bulb Features: 
1. Long Service life, high luminous efficiency, Low heat and power consumption, best energy saving, safe and efficient.
2. No UV or IR radiation and does not contain lead, environmental friendly. Constant current drive. No Frequent Flash and
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Electronic noise. 

Pumkin Shaped LED Fireworks Bulb Applications: 
1. The attractive vintage LED Filament Edison Bulb is the decoration light bulb for pendant lamp, table lamp, wall lamp and
chandelier.
2. The special design and warm light make your house romantic and charming. It’s the perfect lamps to decorate your home,
garden,office, bar, hotel, restaurant, coffee shop, café etc. It also can be the special gift for your friends.
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